Juggle with shadows… and colors

ARLEQUIN

pergola by SOLISYSTEME

Be creative with shade and color.

Simple sliding panels allow you to decide easily
where you want shade. In one smooth action:
less here, more there - everything is possible.
Panels can be gathered together for maximum
light but when the panels are completely spread
the ARLEQUIN offers protection from the sun or
rain like a roof.
Another unique feature of this new concept?
Play with color and design as easily as you play
with light and shade.
You can choose the color of each individual
panel before the pergola is installed and that
gives you endless decorative combinations.

Latest addition
to the SOLISYSTEME

pergola range,
ARLEQUIN
breathes new life into terrace covering.
With its colored sliding panels,
ARLEQUIN reinvents the pergola and offers
the possibility of real-time creation.
This new concept sets the tone
for customizing your outdoor space

Our VALUES:

dynamism
innovation

multicultural team

attention

trust French manufacturing quality
This is how we guarantee your satisfaction. A peerless asset.

Why choose OUR BRAND?

For

RELIABILITY
because it’s «Registered»
Not everyone is an inventor!
SOLISYSTEME are the pioneers of the bioclimatic pergola.
Our designs are registered and patented
and this is your guarantee of unrivaled quality.

For

CREATIVITY
because each model is «Remarkable»
The classic lines of our pergolas are timeless
but always uniquely yours.
You choose the size, the supporting structure
and you can choose from a range
of over 500 colors.

For

DURABILITY
because it’s simply the «Reference»
We have been creating pergolas
that stand the test of time for 15 years.

The ARLEQUIN pergola sets the tone
PIONEER
of the bioclimatic
pergola,
SOLISYSTEME
offers innovative solutions
to optimize and expand
your outdoor living space whatever the weather.

Like our pergolas with
moveable blades,
our ARLEQUIN pergolas can
be modified with different
options and accessories:

l Integrated LED lighning
lW
 all and glass panels for

side protection
l Auxiliary heaters

In recent years, the BBC (Low Energy Building)
and HQE (High Environmental Quality)
construction standards
have completely changed how we design and build houses.
These new REGULATIONS
have validated and reinforced our commitment

To broaden the range of choices, panels of different materials are available (including translucent).
Inspired by recent design trends, you can also choose from a palette of natural shades.

lQ
 ualicoat and Qualimarine certified thermo-lacquering
l1
 0 year warranty on aluminum structure
l3
 year warranty on mechanical parts
l “Origine

France Garantie“ trademark assures the provenance

and manufacture of our products

ARLEQUIN pergola

Patented and manufactured entirely in France, our pergolas are made of quality 6060 first fusion
aluminum profiles. Our aluminum is exclusively extruded, mechanical elements are custom-made and
screws are stainless steel.

by SOLISYSTEME

to developing BIOCLIMATIC
terrace coverings.

A SOLISYSTEME SOLUTION exists whatever the project
9010

All our pergolas share a common supporting structure
which can house each of our modular elements. They can all be configured
any way you like.

9002

7016

7004

Our different pergolas can be combined.
7002

1020

1000

The standard base is
a 3m x 4.5m self-supporting
or wall-mounted structure.

1018

1033

2008

3011

3020

Structure can
be embedded
with or without
beams.

4003

Multiple sliding frames.
4004

Frames can be
embedded in:
wooden, concrete,
steel, aluminum ...

4005

Choose
your pergola
and show your true
colors:

Color your structure

Color your panels

With a selection of over 500 colors
(RAL and textured paints) your structure
can match your exterior site perfectly.

And with 22 different panel colors,
your creative options are almost limitless.

4006

5000

5012

5018

6010

6019

6027

Dress your patio for four seasons

All our solutions for outdoor living space
Adjustable terrace sunsreens : Bioclimatic Pergola and Arlequin Pergola.
French design and manufacture of patented terrace coverings.

www.solisysteme.com

